ACCURATE ENERGETIC SYSTEMS, LLC
5891 Highway 230 West | McEwen, Tennessee 37101
Tel: 931-729-4207

T O P CAP
Each TopCap booster includes a det-well sized to accept
most commercial detonators. The det-well contains a retention
feature to grip the detonator and secure it in place. For added
reliability, the base of the det-well protrudes into the Pentolite
main charge.
Nominal VOD

TOPCAP-8

TOPCAP-20

>25,000 fps

>25,000 fps

Nominal Detonation Pressure 262 kbars

262 kbars

Nominal Density

1.65 g/cc

1.65 g/cc

Diameter

0.6 inches

0.7 inches

Length

2.12 inches

3.5 inches

NEW

8 gram

20 gram

Formulation

Pentolite

Pentolite

Part Number

FB-TC08

FB-TC20

Box Dimensions

19-1/2” x 11-5/8” x 5-1/4”H 17” x 11-1/4” x 5-1/4“H

Number of Units

640 (64 Strips of 10 ea.)

232 (29 Strips of 8 ea.)

Gross Weight

16 LBS.

16 LBS.

Detonator Well

Detonator retention feature
Pentolite Main Charge

10 piece configuration
Explosive Classification: UN0042,
Boosters, 1.1D
Storage: Store in a cool, well
ventilated magazine approved for
1.1D explosives
Ex Number: 201-207-0957

NO WARRANTIES OR LIABILITIES
Accurate Energetic Systems, LLC does not assume any liability whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. Although the
recommendations stated are based upon tests and the best information available to us, it is expressly understood that we make no guarantee of results, and
assume no responsibility or liability in connection with the use of our products. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as an offer to supply a product or
to constitute a license, implied or otherwise, to use our product in the infringement of any patent, whether owned by Accurate Energetic Systems, LLC or other.
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TopCap boosters are designed for underground blasting
operations or small diameter boreholes. Each booster
contains a cap sensitive Pentolite main charge for reliable
detonation.

